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Senior Frontend Developer 
Description

Are you looking for a job with a good and appreciative working atmosphere and an
open, humorous team? Absolutely flexible working hours? Promote your further
development? You’re in luck – we are currently expanding our enthusiastic team.
Who we are? We are global leaders in the analysis and optimization of IT
environments for all aspects of collaboration and communication.

Due to the growth of our Microsoft product range, we are looking for an highly
motivated and experienced

Senior Frontend Developer (f/m/x)

to join our development team in Vienna focusing on our Microsoft M365 analytics
solutions.

 

 

As a member of the team, you will

Design, implement, and maintain the web frontend of our cloud- and
appliance based applications
Write fast, robust, and maintainable code that scales well
Continuously work to improve performance and stability
Participate in backlog refinements to add technical details to tasks and user
stories
Work with the rest of the dev team and product management to build
software that delivers value to customers

We’d love to talk to you if you

Have at least five years of professional work experience
Are a passionate and well-rounded software developer
Enjoy coding with Java Script (ES6 advantageous), HTML5, and CSS, and
are experienced in using reacts.js, Node.js, and Express.js
Have some know-how about working with databases
Have excellent verbal and written skills in English and German
Have good team skills, but are able to work independently

 

Also good are 

Experience with a module bundling tool such as webpack
Experience with UI Frameworks such as Bootstrap. Material Design etc. is
an advantage

Employer
strategit

Employment Type
Vollzeit, Teilzeit

Employment Begining
a.s.a.p.

Employment Duration
Permanent Employment

Industry
IT Branche

Arbeitsort
Leystraße 165/Stiege 3/Top1, 1020,
Vienna, Vienna, Austria

Working Hours
flexible

Base Salary
 50.652,00

Date posted
30. September 2021

Valid Through
30.11.2021

strategit IT Recruiting in besten Händen.
https://strategit.at



A sense of good design and UX, UI

You’ll love working with us because of:

Diverse activities with potential for further development
A collaborative atmosphere in an international working-environment
Flat hierarchies and flexible working hours/location
Internal & external professional development opportunities
A modern office with billiard and darts facilities*
Fruit and coffee sponsored by the company*
Extracurricular activities such as Geek Nights, billiard tournaments, sporting
groups*
Excellent public transport connection and local infrastructure
Annual season ticket for the public transportation

Kontakte
Our IT-Recruiter, Daniela Schlick, is looking forward to receiving your CV or
LinkedIn Profile by Email. She will contact you promptly upon receipt.
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